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ABSTRACT
Images of stars adopt shapes far from the ideal Airy pattern due to atmospheric density
fluctuations. Hence, diffraction-limited images can only be achieved by telescopes without
atmospheric influence, e.g. spatial telescopes, or by using techniques like adaptive optics
or lucky imaging. In this paper, we propose a new computational technique based on the
evaluation of the COvariancE of Lucky Images (COELI). This technique allows us to discover
companions to main stars by taking advantage of the atmospheric fluctuations. We describe
the algorithm and we carry out a theoretical analysis of the improvement in contrast. We have
used images taken with 2.2-m Calar Alto telescope as a test bed for the technique resulting
that, under certain conditions, telescope diffraction limit is clearly reached.

Key words: atmospheric effects – techniques: high angular resolution – techniques: image
processing.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Atmospheric effects affecting the image quality of a ground-based
telescope has been a common topic in astronomy for years. The
angular resolution of astronomical images from large optical tele-
scopes is usually limited by the blurring produced by refractive
index fluctuations through Earth’s atmosphere. The development
of different techniques like speckle interferometry (Weigelt &
Wirnitzer 1983) and speckle masking first or adaptive optics (AO)
later has allowed us to almost recover the telescope diffraction limit
(Hardy 1998).

An alternative to these techniques is the luckyimaging (LI) tech-
nique which was first discussed in depth by David Fried (Fried
1978). The technique consists on taking a series of short-exposure
images and then selecting the best ones, i.e. those images with best
Strehl ratio. As the atmospheric fluctuations are random, one ex-
pects that these fluctuations to be occasionally arranged in such a
way as to produce a diffraction-limited image, being of main impor-
tance to chose a good criterion for the selection of the best images
from the series.

For medium-sized telescopes, the LI technique seems to be very
promising because of its low complexity and costs in terms of
hardware. Furthermore, LI works with reference stars fainter than
those required for the natural guide star AO technique.
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The main handicap when using LI is related to the temporal evo-
lution of atmospheric turbulence. The decorrelation time-scale of
the atmosphere in the case of LI is about 30 ms (atmospheric co-
herence time). Hence, exposure times employed with LI technique
must be shorter than this coherence time to freeze the atmospheric
evolution.

Under this conditions we obtain a distorted PSF whose shape
depends on D/r0, the ratio between the telescope diameter (D) and
the Fried parameter r0, which is the atmospheric coherence length.
The number of speckles appearing over the PSF is roughly given
by (D/r0)2 and they are randomly distributed over a circular region
of the image with angular diameter λ/r0.

It must be taken into account that r0 depends on the detection
wavelength (or band) and consequently the number of speckles and
the area covered by them are strongly dependent on the wavelength
as well. In general, a good balance for high-resolution observations
is found observing at I-band (700–800 nm wavelength) with a 2.5-m
diameter telescope.

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm which takes advantage
of temporal atmospheric fluctuations to uncover possible compan-
ions surrounding main stars. As we will see later, the intensity of
all the pixels where a faint companion is placed will fluctuate in
phase with the main star intensity along the image series. However,
the pixels containing incoherent speckles will fluctuate in counter
phase. Hence, the finding of pixels in the image series which are
fluctuating in phase with pixels gathering light from the main star
is a method for a robust detection of hidden objects. This goal is
accomplished by evaluating the normalized covariance (also known
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as the correlation function) between the main star and the rest of
the image pixels along the selected LI series. The result is a kind
of bidimensional covariance map so that the pixel intensity is the
normalized covariance value. The resulting map is, obviously, nor-
malized to unity. This technique can be applied either for extracting
undetected faint companions from the background or to improve
spatial resolution of images with detected companions to a main
star. In this paper, we define the principles of the COELI algorithm
and perform an estimation of the expected contrast of one object
placed in the proximities of a main star.

We test the COELI technique with a set of LI images of GJ822
taken at the I-band by the 2.2-m diameter Calar Alto telescope.
Starting from the experimental LI series, we simulate a double star
with different relative intensities and distances. By applying COELI,
we are able to detect the presence of point-like sources in regions
where the primary halo dominates. In some cases, two stars as close
as 1.22λ/D, the telescope diffraction limit, can be resolved.

2 TH E C O E L I A L G O R I T H M

The image of a point source obtained by a perfect optical system
can be described by the Airy pattern. However, in ground-based
telescopes where the atmosphere refractive index inhomogeneities
distort the incoming wavefront, this image consists of a central
peak surrounded by a number of speckles whose temporal average
is commonly known as halo. The central peak is formed by the
coherent part of the energy at the incoming wavefront added to an
incoherent halo while the surrounding speckle is only due to the in-
coherent wavefront energy. The amount of coherent energy depends
on the D/r0 value. Hence, to increase the central peak energy it is
enough to have a less aberrated incoming wavefront or to compen-
sate it by an AO system. In this analysis, we will not consider the
use of any AO system, since in that case the intensity statistics will
depend on the position at the final image plane (Cagigal, Canales
& Oti 2004). Hence, when imaging a distant star, the total star peak
intensity would be isp = icp + ih, where icp is the coherent part of
the star peak intensity and ih is the halo peak intensity. The coherent
part will increase as the phase variance of the incoming wavefront
σ 2 decreases (Hardy 1998; Cagigal & Canales 2000; Canales &
Cagigal 1999).

icp = e−σ 2
(1)

while the halo peak intensity ih evolves as

ih � 1 − e−σ 2

(D/r0)2
(2)

The total intensity has been normalized to unity. We can see
that the halo intensity behaves anticorrelated with intensity of the
reference star peak.

Combining equations (1) and (2) we obtain that the height of the
coherent peak is the same as that of the surrounding speckles for
about D/r0 = 8. The technique we propose here is limited to D/r0

values ranging under that limit. In a good observing site, a standard
r0 would be around 20 cm. If the technique of LI is applied for
selecting the best frames, effective r0 values of around 30 cm can
be reached. This means that, keeping the restriction D/r0 = 8, the
suitable telescope diameter would have around 2.4 m of diameter.

If we apply the LI technique for obtaining a short-exposure frame
series, the central peak intensity of a star will evolve along the frame
series in counter phase with respect to the surrounding halo inten-
sity. This behaviour will be the same for any other object contained
in the scientific image. Hence, the intensity value of those pixels

Figure 1. Example of experimental correlations in GJ822. Host star peak
intensity (blue line), companion intensity (green line), the inverse of the
averaged intensity in an area surrounding the central peak (red line) and the
background (black line).

containing the central peak of an astronomical object will oscillate
in phase, while the pixels containing the speckled halo will oscillate
in counter phase with respect to the peak intensities. As an example,
Fig. 1 shows experimental curves for the object GJ822 correspond-
ing to the LI experiment that is described in detail later. The host
star peak intensity (blue line), the companion intensity (green line),
the inverse of the averaged intensity in an area surrounding the cen-
tral peak (red line) and the background (black line) are plotted once
normalized for a series of LI frames. It can be seen that there exists a
strong correlation between the host star and companion intensities.
The correlation between the host star intensity and the inverse of
the average halo intensity is also evident. The noise background
remains basically constant along the frame series. It is evident that
while all the objects fluctuate in phase along the frame series, their
corresponding halo fluctuate in counter phase.

COELI basically consists of the calculation of the covariance
between the main star peak intensity and the intensity of the rest
of the pixels forming the image. This covariance is estimated using
a series of short-exposure lucky images. The result is a covariance
map where each pixel of the map contains the value of its covariance
with respect to that of the main star. The normalized covariance
values will range from 1, corresponding to the reference star, to −1
for those pixels fluctuating in counter phase with respect the main
star.

The algorithm is composed by the following steps.

(1) To obtain accurate covariance estimate we have to re-centre
the image series. For an efficient centring, we have choose the
superimposition of the most intense pixel of every frame.

(2) The second step is to eliminate intensity background pixels
with slow spatial dependence. To accomplish that we convolved
the frame series with a 1 pixel radius Laplacian filter (Gonzalez &
Woods 2002). This kind of filters are commonly known as point
detectors.

(3) After this simple preprocessing it is possible to estimate the
normalized covariance (Pearson correlation) between the most in-
tense peak of the reference star and the rest of the frame pixels along
the frame series.

The procedure we followed was to calculate the normalized co-
variance given by the expression:

C[isp, i(r)] = Conv[isp, i(r)]

σsp σir
(3)
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and the convolution, given by

Conv[isp, i(r)] = <isp i(r)> − <isp><i(r)> (4)

where isp stands for the star peak intensity, i(r) is the intensity
detected at a position r from the star peak [r = (i, j)], σ is the
standard deviation and <> is the ensemble average (frame series
average).

In general, the intensity i(r) is the addition of the star halo back-
ground plus noise, i(r) = ih(r) + in. However, in those pixels where
there is an object it would be necessary to add the object intensity,
i(r) = ih(r) + in + io. The set of values obtained by applying equa-
tions (3) and (4) are saved at the corresponding (i, j) pixel position
thus forming a normalized covariance map. All the preceding steps
have been included in an ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij) plugin
named COELI.

3 C OVA R I A N C E C O N T R A S T

To evaluate the capability of this tool for detecting objects, it is
necessary to define the contrast of the object against the background
at the covariance map estimated using equation (3).

To accomplish this task we define the object peak intensity io,
which is proportional to isp:

io = koisp (5)

The star peak intensity (isp) can be obtained as the addition of the
coherent peak intensity (icp) plus the intensity star halo at the centre
(ih):

isp = icp + ih (6)

The intensity star halo is a function of the distance to the main
star and it is related to icp through the expression:

ih(r) = k(r)(1 − icp), (7)

where k(r) is a function which states the halo intensity spatial de-
pendence. Finally, the readout noise intensity is given by in. The
normalized covariance between the central star peak, isp, and pixels
inside the halo is given by

C(isp, ih + in) = −kσ 2
cp + σ 2

h

σsp

√
σ 2

n + σ 2
h

(8)

Where we have used equation (7) for obtaining an approximated
expression of the covariance between isp and ih (the explicit depen-
dence with position r has been omitted). The covariance between
the central star peak and those halo pixels containing an object will
be

C(isp, ih + in + io) = (−k + ko − kko)σ 2
cp + σ 2

h

σsp

√
σ 2

o + σ 2
n + σ 2

h

(9)

It is interesting to note that we have considered the reading noise
intensity at the star peak position negligible compared to the other
noises affecting the measurement. Hence, the covariance contrast
between pixels containing an object and those without object for
pixels inside the halo can be defined by the quotient of equations (9)
and (8):

Contrast(r) =
[
(−k + ko − kko)σ 2

cp + σ 2
h

] √
σ 2

n + σ 2
h

(−kσ 2
cp + σ 2

h )
√

σ 2
o + σ 2

n + σ 2
h

(10)

where σ 2
x is the variance corresponding to the intensity ix. We build

up a covariance contrast map evaluating this expression for all the

pixels of the image. As it can be seen, the contrast of one object
at the halo estimated from the covariance map will depend on a
series of parameters (ko, and k) and variances (σ 2

sp, σ 2
h , σ 2

o and σ 2
n ).

To estimate the value of the expected contrast we will use some
approximated expressions for the different variances.

An approximated expression for the variance of the peak intensity
isp has already been evaluated for astronomical images (Gladysz &
Christou 2009; Yaitskova, Esselborn & Gladysz 2012) as

σ 2
sp = 2

N
<isp>

[
1− <isp>

]2
(11)

where N is the number of homogeneous areas in the telescope pupil
and can be approximated by

N =
(

D

r0

)2

(12)

In low light level it is necessary to include the variance due to the
Poissonian detection process which is equal to the intensity mean
value:

σ 2
sp = 2

N
<isp>

[
1− <isp>

]2 + <isp> (13)

On the other hand, we can consider that the halo variance comes
from the speckle statistics as Aime et al. suggested (Aime &
Soummer 2004a,b):

σ 2
h = i2

h + 2icpih + icp + ih (14)

Where we have not considered the radial dependence of the halo
intensity but the variance due to the Poissonian detection process
(σ 2

p = icp + ih) has been included.
Hence, the coherent peak variance can be obtained from the

difference of the previous ones:

σ 2
cp = σ 2

sp − σ 2
h (15)

Finally, we shall assume that the object adds a constant value in
one pixel and its variance is only due to the Poissonian detection
process (Aime & Soummer 2004a). Therefore, the variance of a
companion of intensity io will be

σ 2
o = <io> (16)

The detection noise variance σ 2
n is not estimated since the analysis

will be performed as a function of its possible values.

4 C ONTRAST A NA LY SI S

The purpose of the COELI algorithm is to increase the visibility
of the objects whose light suffers a temporal oscillation which is
in phase with that of the reference star. Hence, it can be applied
for extracting a faint companion from a noisy background. The
only limitation relies on the noise level affecting the companion
intensity measurement. If the light intensity of the pixel where a
companion is located is clearly dominated by the noise, the COELI
algorithm will consider that in the pixel there is not any object.
Hence, the detection noise reduction (cameras with small electronic
noise, camera cooling, etc.) will allow faint objects to appear.

As an example, let us consider a main star with a Strehl of 0.1
corresponding to D/r0 = 5.5. We estimate the contrast correspond-
ing to a companion with an intensity equal to a half of the main
star intensity (ko = 0.5) placed near to the peak star, so that we can
use the following approximated expression for evaluating the halo
height, ih ∝ (r0/D)2 (Hardy 1998; Cagigal & Canales 2000). Fig. 2
shows the covariance curves corresponding to equations (8) and (9)
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Figure 2. Contrast (red dot–dashed line), background covariance (blue
solid line) and background plus object covariance (green dashed line) as
a function of the detection noise variance. Black line indicates a reference
contrast value of 3.

along with that of the contrast, equation (10) as a function of the
noise variance. To evaluate the curves the approximated variances
of equations (12)–(16) have been used. It can be seen that the con-
trast (red line) tends very quickly to a value of 5 as the reading noise
increases, since the covariance drops significantly in those pixels
where there is not any object (blue line) while it keeps almost a
constant value in the pixel where the object is present (green line).

5 E X P E R I M E N TA L C H E C K I N G

To check the COELI technique a series of experimental measure-
ments were completed. The observations were carried out during
2013 September using Astralux at the 2.2-m Telescope at CAHA
(Almerı́a, Spain). This instrument incorporates a fast readout elec-
tron multiplying CCD chip (EMCCD) which is able to acquire
images with a very low readout noise thanks to internal charge
amplification before conversion to voltage by an output amplifier.
Astralux allows the acquisition of a large number of images, typ-
ically several thousand for each target, with exposure times about
a few tens of milliseconds. Images that clearly show frozen atmo-
spheric speckles. Conventional large integration times average all of
these speckles, which yields to the usual seeing-limited point spread
functions with a seeing dependent on atmospheric perturbations.

The observations were done in SDSS I band with a pixel scale of
47 mas pixel−1 and 7000 images were acquired, each with exposure
time of 30 ms. The internal electron multiplying gain was adopted
to work in the EMCCD linear regime and therefore determined
by the luminosity of the target. To carry out a precise calibration
of the pixel scale and camera rotation we observed the core of
the globular clusters M15, and correlated the astrometric data with
catalogues from Hubble Space Telescope. This provided an accurate
astrometric calibration for each observing night with plate scale
precision as good as 0.01 mas. The main source of astrometric error
for a given star results from the uncertainty in the measurement of
the barycenter which is in turn mainly determined by the signal-
to-noise ratio. In our data this uncertainty is typically 0.1 pixel
and reaches 0.2 in the faintest stars. This leads to typical errors in
separation of the order of 10 mas.

To check if our algorithm can reduce the main star halo without
affecting the detectability of other fainter objects, we selected the
100 frames of to the object GJ822 with highest Strehl. Fig. 3(a)
shows the result of applying a shift-and-add algorithm (SAA)to the

Figure 3. (a) Plot obtained after applying SAA to the 100 best frames of
the object GJ822, the grey level scale has been chosen to allow the image
of the companion to be visible. (b) Same SAA image but normalized to its
peak value. (c) Plot after applying COELI to the same stack.

stack. In this figure, the chosen scale allows the 30 times fainter
companion to appear. When the image is scaled to normalize the
peak high, the companion disappears (Fig. 3b). We have already
applied COELI to the same 100 frames stack obtaining the image
shown in Fig. 3(c). It can be seen that a drastic halo reduction has
happened while the secondary object is maintained. We can also see
that the photometry has been complete lost since what Fig. 3(c) is
showing is only the covariance map of the image stack with respect
to the central star.

We have seen that COELI is able to improve the visibility of
faint objects but, at the same time, it is very effective suppressing
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Figure 4. Contrast at the covariance map as a function of the distance
between companion and main star. The companion intensity is a half of
that of the main star. Contrast reached using only once the Laplacian filter
with radius one (green dashed line) and two pixels (red dotted line) and that
reached using twice the Laplacian filter with radius one (blue dot–dashed
line) and two (black solid line) pixels.

the speckle halo surrounding the star coherent peak, since the halo
oscillates in counter phase with respect to the peak. This result shows
the feasibility of the algorithm to resolve companions to main stars
with angular separations close to the telescope diffraction limit.

6 R ESO LU TIO N A NA LY SIS

Our aim in this section to measure the ability of the algorithm
to resolve objects with small angular separations. Let us consider
two punctual sources with an angular size given by the diffraction
theory. The central peak angular radius is given by 1.22λ/D, where
λ is the detection wavelength and D the telescope pupil diameter.
The Rayleigh criterion establishes that two punctual sources are
considered as resolved when the principal diffraction maximum
of one image coincides with the first minimum of the other. Only
perfect optical systems are able to meet the Rayleigh criterion but
when an aberrating medium is introduced it may be impossible.
In particular, to reach diffraction limited images in ground-based
telescopes, where the light coming from the stars has to go across
the atmosphere, the telescope size has to be similar to the Fried
parameter. Recently, some successful results have been reported
applying AO to a medium size (1.5 m) telescope (Serabyn, Mawet
& Burruss 2010). Our goal is to reach diffraction limited images
using only a post-processing technique to lucky images detected in
a 2.2-m telescope.

We have already shown that before applying the correlation al-
gorithm given by equation (3) it is necessary to improve the object
contrast by passing a Laplacian filter. However, this raises a number
of questions. For example, the dependence of the contrast on the ra-
dius of the applied mask or the number of mask iterations required.
To answer these questions, we have carried out a simulation us-
ing an experimental stack containing the 100 best frames obtained
from the previously described experiment. We have duplicated it,
translated it a number of pixels and multiplied it by a reducing coef-
ficient. This modified stack is added to the unmodified one to create
a double object. We have repeated the same process for different
displacements and different reducing coefficient values. This sim-
ulation technique has been widely used for simulating binary stars
(Bagnuolo 1982; Lee & Yee 2003).

Fig. 4 shows the contrast (ratio between the object covariance
and the covariance average value of the surrounding area) as a

Figure 5. Covariance map for two objects placed at a distance of two pixels
and with a relative intensity of 0.7. (a) The 1 pixel Laplacian mask has been
applied once, (b) the 1 pixel Laplacian has been convolved twice.

function of the distance in pixels between the two objects when the
companion intensity is a half of that of the main star. It can be seen
that when the Laplacian filter is convolved with the image stack only
once before applying the covariance estimating algorithm the result
is almost identical for a mask radius of one and two pixels (green
and red curves, respectively). When a Laplacian filter is convolved
twice with the stack the result is independent of the filter radius
too (blue and yellow curves, respectively) and clearly improves
the contrast obtained with only one convolution. We have already
checked that a third convolution with the Laplacian mask does not
improve the result obtained with only two convolutions.

As an example we have compared the covariance map obtained
for the objects placed two pixels apart and with relative intensity of
0.7. The result clearly depends on the number of times the 1 pixel
radius Laplacian mask has been convolved before applying the
covariance calculation. In Fig. 5(a), where we have convolved the
Laplacian mask only once, we can see a broad object that suggests
a double star (marked with a white arrow). However, the image is
noisy and it is difficult to make a decision. Fig. 5(b) is the same case
but now the Laplacian mask has been convolved twice. The noise
has been drastically reduced and we can see that the broad object
we had in Fig. 5(a) is now split into two different ones.

Another interesting point is the contrast dependence on the rel-
ative intensity of the object. To check this, we have used the same
stack as before for evaluating the attainable contrast for different
intensity ratios. As a result of Fig. 4, to evaluate the dependence of
the contrast on the relative intensity we have convolved the image
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Figure 6. Contrast as a function of the companion intensity for a distance
between companion and main star of 2 (red solid line), 5 (blue dashed line)
and 20 pixels (green dot–dashed line).

stack twice with a 1 pixel radius Laplacian filter before applying
the covariance algorithm.

Fig. 6 shows that there is a general behaviour; the contrast in-
creases when the companion intensity or the distance between ob-
jects increases. In particular, the curve shows that objects as close as
two pixels, which is the diffraction limit of our telescope according
to the Rayleigh criterion, can be resolved. However, for this particu-
lar case, only when the companion intensity is larger than 0.1 times
that of the main star the contrast is above the 5σ value required for
detection.

Fig. 7(a) shows SAA result for a series of images containing two
objects with a relative intensity of 0.6 and a relative distance of two
pixels. Fig. 7(b) shows COELI result for the same image series.
Fig. 7(c) shows SAA result for two objects with a relative intensity
of 0.8 and a relative distance of two pixels and Fig. 7(d) shows
COELI result for the same image series. By comparing Fig. 7(a) and
(b), we see that the companion clearly appears when using COELI
while SAA provides a single peak. The same result is reached by
comparing Fig. 7(c) and (d). This comparison states the advantage
of using COELI for detecting objects inside the speckled halo.
Relative intensity between main star and companion is a key factor
for companion detection. For a relative intensity of 0.6 and a relative
distance of two pixels we can clearly distinguish between the two
objects (Fig. 7b). However, when the relative intensity is 0.8 it is
difficult to distinguish them as Fig. 7(d) shows.

7 C O N C L U S I O N S

We have introduced a new technique based on the estimation of the
covariance of the intensity applied over a series of lucky images.
This technique takes advantage of the fact that the two components
of the image of an astronomical object, coherent central peak and
speckled halo, have intensities that oscillate in counter phase. We
have shown how to evaluate the covariance map and how different
noises involved in the image detection may affect the covariance
map estimate. We have checked the COELI algorithm using actual
lucky images taken at the 2.2-m CAHA telescope.

We have seen that the application of our technique allows the
speckled halo to be extremely reduced, which allows very close
companions to be detected. In fact, we show that the diffraction
limit of the telescope has been achieved under certain conditions of
relative intensity between objects.

Figure 7. Images corresponding to two objects placed at a distance of
two pixels. The relative intensity is 0.6 for (a) (obtained by SAA) and (b)
(obtained by COELI). The relative intensity is 0.8 for (c) (obtained by SAA)
and (d) (obtained by COELI).

Figure 8. The area of applicability is found between the first Airy ring
(1.22λ/D) and the outer radius 1.22λ/r0 corresponding to the speckled halo
limit.

Since the COELI technique cancel out the speckled halo sur-
rounding the coherent peak of the main star, the technique is partic-
ularly effective in the area covered by the halo. Fig. 8 shows a plot of
the area of interest with an outer radius of 1.22λ/r0, which is equiv-
alent to D/r0 times the Airy ring radius. As we stated previously,
the limiting D/r0 value for applying COELI is about 8. Hence, the
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detection area is an annulus with inner radius of 1.22λ/D and outer
radius about 8 times the inner one.

A clear limiting factor for applying this technique is the detection
noise affecting the captured images. Theoretical analysis shows that
the lower camera noise the better achievable contrast, as it could be
expected.

We have experimentally checked that COELI detects all the suc-
cessive images of the main star caused by misalignment of the opti-
cal set up. Hence, this technique could also be an effective tool for
detecting set up misalignment prior to use it for capturing scientific
images.

A drawback of the technique is that it does not maintain the
photometry since what we obtain is not an image any more, but a
map of covariance values.

Nevertheless, we consider that this technique may be considered
as an interesting tool for reaching telescope diffraction limit from
ground-based telescopes with sizes under 2.5 m. Besides, it has the
additional advantage of a much reduced cost, in particular when
compared with AO.
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